CSBS research day

Graduate and Undergraduate researchers came together and once again, the Anthropology Department came away victorious; not only taking home the Research Day Cup for the 5th year running, but also dominating the field for Graduate Research Posters. Winners included:

- Kurt Wilson, 1st Place - $250
- Kenneth Blake Veronon and Kate Magargal (Tie), 3rd Place - $100
- Peter Yaworsky, Student Choice - $100

With the close of the semester, the move is right around the corner! Whether it is the Graduation Social or a final exam, every day we are doing something in Stewart for the last time. We will miss the Good ol’ Stewart Building, but look forward to a bright future in the Gardner Commons. Check our Facebook page for details about our upcoming goodbye to Stewart Social.

Special thanks go to Dr. Brian Codding, who served as faculty mentor for the majority of students who presented posters in this event.

Although the number of submissions was normalized for department size, Anthropology didn’t require much help to go against the much larger departments, as 21 of 67 Posters were presented by Anthropology Students.
ANTHROPOLOGY GRADUATES: PHD

Michael Lewis, PhD
“Stable Isotope Ecology Baselines and Human Diet Reconstruction: An Example From Basketmaker II Burials At Cedar Mesa, Utah”

Ashley Parker, PhD
“Exploring Space: Variation in Land Use and Territoriality Among the Numa”

Erik Martin, PhD
“Technological Optimization and Hunting Motivations in the Pursuit of Large Game: Prehistoric Western North America and Beyond”

Christina Cloutier, PhD
“Reproductive and Somatic Aging in Captive Female Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)”

ANTHROPOLOGY GRADUATES: MASTER’S

Ellyse Simons, MS

Rusty Keele, MS

Emily Post, MS

ANTHROPOLOGY UNDERGRADUATES

Anthropology, BA
Brickwood-Figgins, Charlotte
Campbell, Cynthia
Hadfield, Hayley Bryn
Roberts, Emma Marie
Strong, Kelsie
Vickers, Lindsey Maylene
Weaver, Sarah Catherine

Anthropology, BS
Beckstrand, Jazmine Mercedes
Bjornn, Christopher
Brown, Angela Coley
Carroll, Mikaela Ashia
Chaparro, Tiana Jade
Cross, Kelley

Delgadillo, Janelle
Dulaney, Shea Olynn
Fortun, Laurel Amanda
Galvan, Joaquin Andres
Gian, Lauren Michelle
Herzer, Katherine D
James, Kari Lee
Jentzsch, Ariana Rahne
Johnson, Parker Deehan
King, Sedona
Kuehn, Alexandria Carrera
Lethbridge, Devin
Peterson, Spencer Mark
Powell, Jamie E. Nicole
Rath, Anastasia Joelle

Saffell, Christine Mary
Schroeder, Eli Daniel
Seibert, Kevin Patrick
Zortman, Samantha Lee

Anthropology BS, Archaeological Science Emphasis
James, L. Brock
Tucker, Kaley Joyce

Anthropology BS, Health Emphasis
Anguiano, Elisa Michele
Arave, Mariah Dawn
Brady, Sarah Elizabeth
Gibson, Marissa Margaret
Grover, Chase Bracken

Kirby, Shelby Dawn
Lozano, Raisa Stephani
Mason, Nicole
Myers, Alyssa
Myers, Bryce Erikson
Nieman, Kaiser Jacob
Owens, Sarah Brooke
Paegle, Alina Jaqueline
Patrick, Kelsy Reid
Tuzar, Mariah Richenda
Winge, Anne Elyse
Zupan, Bailey

Anthropology BS, Honors
Dangerfield, Delaney Sophie
Keene, April